This is not to say that the accounting profession does not also serve helpfully in such legal matters as the solution of rate-fixing problems or the definition and determination of taxable income, but the primary aim of accountancy in recent decades has been to establish principles controlling the preparation of "general purpose" financial statements that do not necessarily serve the needs of any particular legal objective.
It will be helpful for lawyers to analyze the accountants' own views of the accounting function with relation to "general purpose" financial statements before proceeding to investigate the relationship of the law thereto.
A. The Accounting Function
Accounting is defined by accountants themselves as the art of recording, classifying, interpreting, and summarizing, in a significant manner and in terms of money, transactions and events that are, in part at least, of a financial character and of supplying dependable and significant information with respect thereto 3 Accountants are agreed upon the following general principles or concepts applicable to this process: (i) "General purpose" financial statements consist essentially of (a) a balance sheet, which reflects a financial position at a moment of time, and (b) a statement or statements of income and surplus, which reflect the results of operations over a stated period of time, together with (c) notes, which reveal additional financial information not properly or necessarily contained in the balance sheet and income and surplus statements themselves. These statements of financial position and results of operations are fundamentally related in that they articulate with each other and rest upon the same underlying data.
(2) Financial statements are first of all representations of management, not of the independent accountant whose report or opinion (commonly called "certificate") may accompany the statements
The independent accountant's function (the function of "auditing") is to (a) review and test ("audit") the accuracy of management's methods of gathering and reporting the bookkeeping entries that constitute the raw material of accounting, (b) independently review management's financial statements and the principles followed in their preparation, and (c) issue a report PRINCIPLES FOR BUSINESS ENTERPRISES 5 (AICPA Accounting Research Study No. 7, 1965) ' It is anomalous that in the last 30 years accountants seem to have adopted the position that the interpretation of state corporation laws and the determination of funds available for dividends involve almost purely legal questions, while similar problems in the areas of rate-fixing and income taxation are attacked with vigor as accounting or mixed accounting and legal matters. See CoiMrtTEF N o'TRmiNOLOGY, AICPA, REVIEW AND lUsuAIA IO (Accounting Terminology Bull. No. 5, 1953) [ 3The definition is taken from TERMINOLOoGy BULL. No. I, at 9, modified slightly along the lines suggested in REsERCH STUDY No. 7, at 4.
4 CosiITTE ON AUDITING PROCEDURE, AICPA, AUDITING STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES 9-10 (State-on the financial statements containing a reference to the scope of the audit performed and stating a conclusion (as a matter of opinion) as to whether the balance sheet "fairly presents" the financial condition of the firm and the income and surplus statements "fairly present" the results of its operations, all "in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles." The phrase "generally accepted auditing standards" embraces the full scope of the accountant's functions, together with standards of training and proficiency, independence of mental attitude, and due professional care to be exercised; while the phrase "generally accepted accounting principles" is narrower, and encompasses only a portion of the auditor's function: the exercise of judgment as to the accounting principles followed and the overall fairness of the end-product statements that are issued to the public. 5 (3) It is essential for the layman to keep in mind that the preparation of financial statements is not just a matter of bookkeeping or of accuracy or technical proficiency in keeping records. "Financial condition" and "results of operations" relate to questions of value and income, concepts that are impossible to define with any accuracy or in a manner free from controversy. Bonbright's two-volume work on The Valuation of Property is evidence enough of the difficulty of isolating any meaningful definition of value for any specific purpose, and he concludes that not even the concept of value has been the subject of so much dispute among economists as has the concept of income. ' Accounting is thus not a science in the sense that "correct" accounting principles for the determination of income or financial condition exist and may ultimately be discovered or may be derived from or proven by the laws of nature or inductive or deductive logic. Accounting, rather, is said to be an art, and principles are asserted and justified on the grounds of serving some principal aim or objective, such as usefulness or fairness of presentation7 'See COMMITTEE ON AUDITING PROCEDURE, Op. cit. supra note 4, chs. 2, 7.
B. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Financial statements must, as stated above, be prepared and presented in accor. dance with "generally accepted accounting principles" ("g.a.a.p.") before the independent accountant's favorable opinion thereon will be given. It has never been very clear how principles become "generally accepted," and no definitive answer has ever been given to the question of precisely which principles may be said to be "generally accepted," although the matter of their specific identification and justification has been a concern of the accounting profession ever since the early 1930s.
The term arose as the result of correspondence between the American Institute of Accountants (MA) and the New York Stock Exchange, in consultation with the Controllers' Institute of America, when the accounting profession first began in an extensive way to improve and unify accounting practices. A list of five "broad principles" that had won "fairly general acceptance" was first set down in the AIA-NYSE correspondence,' and accountants themselves have ever since been urging the necessity of amplifying this list and codifying a set of "g.a.a.p." that would improve financial accounting and reporting and also reduce the number of acceptable alternative methods and procedures. Attempts were made by individual writers' and the professional associations to accomplish these dual objectives but without substantial success. The approach of the American Accounting Association (AAA),'° the organization primarily of teaching accountants, has been called comprehensive and theoretical and has been without substantial acceptance in practice, while the approach of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the successor to the AIA as the organization primarily of practicing accountants, has been labeled a "brush-fire" approach, being characterized by pronouncements upon particular controversial issues without comprehensive or integrated philosophy or conceptual integration' Until recentiy, the criteria of "general acceptance" appear to have been that a principle either have wide support in current practice, so as to be virtually unanimously acceptable without question, or have "substantial authoritative support," which is construed to mean approval by one or more of the following: a committee of one of the major national professional accounting organizations, such as the AICPA or the AAA; state or federal regulatory authorities; books of individual accountants whose works are widely read and highly regarded; or requirements and views of stock exchanges, industry associations, and the like. 2 The question is one of degree, and today in areas of controversy only the imprimatur of the Institute itself will guarantee a principle's qualification as "generally accepted."
It is significant that legal recognition is not generally sufficient today to qualify an accounting practice for inclusion in "g.a.a.p." In the accounting view, legal relationships existing between parties constitute part of the background data on which accounting reports, but law itself does not dictate accounting principles by which such reports are put together. Although the law may control specified types of accounting for specified purposes, such as the determination of the legality of dividends, the computation of income for tax purposes, rate regulation of public utilities, and interpretation of accounting terminology used in private contracts, these areas constitute "special-purpose" accounting, toward which "g.a.a. is clear, however, that a principle may be "generally accepted" even if not "generally followed": "Thus, while one concern may follow an accounting procedure distinctly peculiar to itself, this in no way disqualifies it from being accorded a recognition of following 'generally accepted accounting principles,' if the broad principle which that procedure seeks to implement is, in fact, a generally accepted one." ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY, AUDITING 66-67 ( 7 th ed. 1949). " In prior years, the law was considered one of the essential sources dictating in part the development of good accounting practice. Dicksee's pioneering work entitled Goodwill (9oo) commenced with an introductory chapter consisting of an "outline of the law relating to good will." Hatfield's and May's writings are sprinkled with case citations and quotations from opinions. Dean spoke in 1949 of the circuity of reference when a lawyer, "asked to pass upon a legal concept deriving its meaning, in whole or part, from accounting concepts, in the absence of statutory authority or case law, turns to the accountant for help in determining ['g.a.a.p.']," while he in turn is met with a request from the accountant for advice as to "the applicable legal principles to be followed" in the same determination. PRICE LEvas 49 (1959) . The current view is that "broad [accounting] principles must transcend the historical limitations of profits 'available for dividends' or 'subject to income tax.' This is not to say that the effects of dividends and of taxes should be ignored; to do so would ignore a significant part of the environment in which accounting operates. Rather the task is to formulate those principles which will enable us to measure the resources held by specific entities and the related changes before consideration of taxes and dividends. The measurements should be independent of the dividend and the tax questions but, at the same time, should facilitate the solution of those questions .... " ROBERT something that is "generally accepted" and at the same time attempts to improve existing ptactices-to attempt to impose as "generally accepted" what ought to be rather than what is, The approach of the Institute has traditionally been that the authority of the pronouncements of its committees rested upon their "general acceptability," with departures allowed upon the assumption of the burden of justifying the alternative practice used. The Institute recently changed this policy, and bulletins and opinions of Institute committees will after December 31, i965, automatically be deemed to constitute "g.a.a.p.," while departures therefrom will be required to be disclosed either in footnotes or in audit reports."'
ARTHUR H. DEA, AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF BUSINESS INCOME UNDER PRESENT
The question arises as to how an accountant should report on statements that are in accord with "g.aa.p." but in his opinion do not "fairly present" the company's financial condition or results of operations. The question may be rephrased by asking whether, in the accountant's standard form of report,'" the phrase "in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles" qualifies and limits the meaning of "fairly presents," or whether the accountants must always be satisfied that the statements under review both fairly present the company's financial condition and results of operations (without regard to accounting principles) and are "gives the impression that (i) financial accounting and reporting needs to be improved, (2) too many alternative methods and procedures are being used, (3) some limitation of the number of accepted alternatives is desirable, and (4) at least part of the solution lies in more carefully specifying the 'principles of accounting.'" STOREY, op. cit. supra note 7, at 3. " It was originally suggested in 1957 by the President-elect of the AICPA that bulletins approved by the Institute's Council should be binding upon AICPA members. This proposal was rejected. The Accounting Principles Board (APB) and Accounting Research Division were established by the AICPA in 1959, with the announced objective of narrowing the areas of difference and inconsistency in practice. The APB in July 1963 announced its intention to intensify a program aimed at "narrowing the areas of difference in accounting treatments of similar transactions by companies in similar circumstances." News Report, J. Accountancy, Aug. 1963, p. 9 , at 14. The Executive Committee of the AICPA then attracted considerable public attention in its proposal early in 1964 that APB pronouncements be considered as constituting the only accepted principle, so that any variation would have to be noted as not being presented in accord with "g.a.a. BULLETINS (1965) , setting forth its conclusions as to the extent to which outstanding Bulletins should be revised or should continue in full force and effect without change.
18 "The usual short-form report consists of a representation as to the work performed, expressed in an opening or 'scope' paragraph, and a representation as to the independent auditor's conclusions usually in a closing or 'opinion' paragraph." COMMITTEE ON AUDITING PROCEDURE, op. cit. supra note 4, at 57. The opinion paragraph usually reads substantially as follows:
"In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statement(s) of income and retained earnings present fairly the financial position of X Company at June 30, xg-, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year."
presented in accordance with "g.a.a.p." It appears to be implicit in the entire approach of accountancy to financial reporting that the opinion as to fairness of presentation is to be judged in the light of "g.a.a.p." As will be shown later, the accounting concept of income differs materially from any economic concept of income, and it seems obvious that the accountant's opinion as to fairness cannot be judged in the light of economic theory. However, the recent AICPA policy change makes it clear that while an official Institute pronouncement is deemed to be in accord with "g.a.a.p.," it is possible that a departure therefrom (which must be disclosed) might in a specific instance more "fairly present" the company's condition and operations. What standard or criterion is to be used to judge the fairness of presentation, if "g.a.a.p." are abandoned, is not set forth.
C. Scope of the Paper
The purpose of this paper is to raise the question of the relationship between "g.a.a.p.," as established by the accounting profession, and corporation law, as found in statutes and court decisions. Is the accounting view correct that accounting questions encountered in corporation law fall in areas of "special-purpose" accounting, toward which "g.a.a.p." are not specifically directed and by which "g.a.a. allowing inspection thereof or requiring the mailing of annual reports to shareholders. However, these laws give little or no guidance as to the substance of financial statements issued by the corporation beyond perhaps prescribing the statements that must be included." 9 Although state corporation laws are not usually concerned as such with accounting principles to be utilized in the preparation of financial statements, accounting problems nevertheless loom large in the application of numerous of the statutory requirements. The relevance of accounting theory and practice in these areas is a matter that can be debated at great length. The ensuing discussion should demonstrate the need for more attention to the strengths and weaknesses of modern accounting in the framing and interpretation of corporation statutes.
II THE COPRATION LAW APPROACH: ASSETS AND CAPITAL
Unlike the federal securities laws and the SEC's efforts thereunder, the state corporation laws antedate by many years the development of modern accounting. The original approach to the financial and accounting problems encountered in corporation law was thus formulated without the benefit of more than rudimentary accounting theory. Against the background of a long history of established policies and methods of approach, modernization of the law has been difficult and at best slow.
At the outset it must be recognized that the legal approach to accounting in corporation law has stemmed not from the goal of informing existing shareholders and potential investors of the financial condition of the corporation but primarily from the double aim of (I) affording investor and creditor protection by assuring the existence of the represented capital and (2) preventing asset distributions to shareholders that would deplete such represented capital. In order to accomplish this double goal, state statutes usually provide for a comparison of assets with liabilities in order to ascertain (a) whether assets initially paid to the company for stock are equal in value to the balance-sheet capital represented by such stock in order to see whether such stock is fully paid and nonassessable, and (b) whether net assets later exceed capital, and by how much, to determine whether distributions to shareholders can be made. The central core of state law pertaining to financial accounting has thus traditionally been the ascertainment and measurement of corporate net assets in relation to corporate capital as they appear on a balance sheet.
The law also values assets received upon the issuance of stock for other purposes: for example, to determine whether existing shareholders have a right to object to the issue (or have a right of first refusal) on the ground that their interests will be diluted unless "fair value" is received. Of course, asset valuations also determine the basis for depreciation and amortization of fixed assets. These issues and the interrelation of the concepts of value involved will be touched on later.
With respect to subsequent dividends, distributions, and acquisitions after incorporation, the legal rules as to valuation of assets have fallen into three categories: (I) a series of prohibitions based upon "insolvency," either an inability to pay debts as they mature or an insufficiency of assets to cover all liabilities; (2) a "capital impairment" rule, under which distributions may be made only when there exists a surplus of assets in excess of liabilities and capital; and (3) a "net profits" test, limiting distributions to current or accumulated net profits. Variations and combinations of these three tests have proliferated in the fifty states. Legislatures and courts, not learned in accounting, have used accounting terms in the regulatory process, and the result has been a nearly incomprehensible mixture of accounting and legal terms ranging from such phrases as "profits and surplus funds" 2 to "actual legitimate net earnings."'" The law in most jurisdictions equated the "capital-impairment" and the "surplus-profits" tests, indicating that any surplus of net assets in excess of capital constituted surplus profits, and vice versa. The legal rule thus formulated requires a comparison of two items, each of which requires definition: first, the "value" of net assets and, second, the "legal capital" of the corporation. The necessity for defining both these terms has raised a host of problems that are at the core of financial accounting.
A. The Definition of Capital In economics and accountancy, "capital" consists of the assets contributed by the shareholders to the enterprise; income over the life of the enterprise is then simply the excess of the assets at the termination date over the initial capital entrusted to the enterprise. In law, on the other hand, "legal capital" of a corporation is an entirely different concept. Starting with the notion that capital is a safeguard for creditors and investors required by law in return for the privilege of limited liability, the law has required that a representation as to capital in dollars--"quantum, not res'"--be made by the corporation, and has then imposed restrictions and prohibitions against both reducing the representation as to capital and distributing assets that would leave the remaining net assets less than represented capital.
The legal definition ignores, and in fact denies, any dichotomous relationship between income and legal capital. For example, where stock is "watered" by its 139-40. issuance in exchange for assets worth less than its stated capital, capital is immediately impaired, and earnings must fill the gap before any "surplus profits" can be recorded. 4 In a jurisdiction allowing "nimble dividends," 2 5 the law acknowledges the existence of distributable income notwithstanding the capital impairment. In situations where legal capital may be set at a figure lower than the value of the consideration paid for the stock, the law (in the absence of specific restrictions upon paid-in or capital surplus) acknowledges the existence of "surplus profits" available for distribution notwithstanding the absence of real income. Legal capital therefore is a highly artificial concept that has little relation to economics or accountancy, and dividend law based thereon has been severely criticized as an unworkable and incomprehensible system that rests on "vague financial standards difficult to ascertain and apply." 26 It follows that accounting principles are of little help in defining or computing legal capital for the purpose of applying state corporation laws. The authorities are divided over whether the amount of legal capital must or ought to be shown in published financial statements. 28 The more important fact, however, is whether or not and on what conditions dividends can be paid, and, so long as any restriction upon the availability of earned surplus for dividends is shown, it no longer appears that legal or stated capital is a figure of sufficient significance that it must appear as such on the balance sheet. " ' HENRY W. BALLANTINE, CORPORATIONS 588 (rev. ed. 1946) . " The Pennsylvania Business Corporation Law follows the accounting approach of aggregating the total shareholder contributions (stated capital and capital surplus) and defines earned surplus in effect as increment of net assets in excess thereof. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, § 2852-2 (Supp. 1964). The Model Act approach, on the other hand, is to take total assets and deduct first legal capital and then earned surplus in order to determine capital surplus. MODEL ACT § 2. See Garrett, Capital and Surplus Under the New Corporation Statuts, 23 LAw & CONTEMP. PROB. 239, 259 (1958) ; Hackney, supra note 20, at 69-70. The difference, however, may be largely one of semantics; except for the narrow question of permissible charges against capital surplus, the important question in either case, as will be seen, is the valuation of assets.
"' RESEARCH BULL. No. 12 (1941) suggested that designations in the stockholder equity section emphasize the distinction between legal capital and other capital. RESEARCH BULL. No. 39 (1949) recommended the discontinuance of certain legal terminology and stated that "consideration should be given primarily to the sources from which the proprietary capital was derived." RESEARCH STUDY No. 3 reflects the confusion in accounting thought: Invested capital is defined as stockholders' equity arising from contributed assets or capitalization of earnings "which will not be withdrawn or reduced except as permitted by law" (id. at 9), but then states that financial statements are "primarily economic rather than legal documents" and therefore an accounting "which reflects the basic economic distinctions is paramount." Id. at 41. A common method among accountants of reporting capital stock is to carry out the par value of outstanding shares, net of treasury stock (leaving surplus untouched) (see AICPA, AccousNiNo TRENDS AND TFcHNIQuEs 133-37 (x 7 th ed. x963)], while under most state laws legal capital is not reduced by purchase of treasury stock (but surplus is).
B. The Question of Asset Valuation in the Determination of Income
By far the more difficult and confusing aspect of the relationship between law and accounting is the question of asset valuation.
The common denominator of most basic dividend, distribution, and liquidation rules in state corporation laws has, at least until recently, been the idea of protection in liquidation: in the event of financial difficulty, stockholders should not receive corporate assets leaving creditors unpaid, and common stockholders should not receive assets until preferred stockholders have been paid the amount of their contractual preference. The idea was first strongly formulated in the "trust fund" doctrine enunciated by Mr. Justice Story in the famous case of Wood v. Dummer. 20 The "trust fund" metaphor, implying that "capital," being a pledge or trust fund for the payment of corporate debts, is an asset, has undoubtedly been the cause of much confusion in the law. 30 Nevertheless, the following basic reasoning used by Mr. Justice Story was felt to be fundamentally sound and was the basis for much of the ensuing dividend law for over a century:
The charter relieves [the stockholders] . . . from personal responsibility, and substitutes the capital stock in its stead .... Why, otherwise, is any capital stock required by our charters? If the stock may, the next day after it is paid in, be withdrawn by the stockholders without payment of the debts of the corporation, why is its amount so studiously provided for, and its payment by the stockholders so diligently required?
31
The objective of the trust fund doctrine was expressed by the rule that dividends could not be paid out of capital but only out of profits. As previously shown, it was implicitly assumed in all the legal formulations that the two tests were identical: if there were no profits, then of necessity a distribution would be out of capital (or would "impair" capital), and vice versaY 2 From this it appeared in law that a surplus of net assets indicated the existence of net profits: "'Surplus' or 'profits' denote an excess in the aggregate value of all assets of a corporation over the sum of its entire liabilities, including capital stock .... ,3
Once the benchmark of legal capital is defined, it can easily be seen that the fundamental question is the valuation of the assets in question in order to see whether they exceed the quantum so set. The fundamental issue, then, is this: in applying any given legal rule-whether it be a question of watered stock, or capital impair- The inaptness of the metaphor was ignored, "perhaps from the traditional disinclination of the chancellors to respect, perhaps even to understand, the meaning or effect of accounting matters." Gibson, Surplus, So What?, 17 Bus. LAw. 476, 485 (1962) . It was stated some years ago that "the basic idea expressed in the opinion-that the investment of the stockholder shall be retained intact in the enterprise as a margin of safety for creditors-has now been codified in some form in the corporation laws of virtually every state." Comment, 49 YALE L.J. 492, 495 (1940) 
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LAW AND CONTEMIPORARY PROBLEMS ment, or the existence of a surplus, or earned surplus, or income'--to what extent will the law look to "g.a.a.p." in the valuation of assets? "Value" is a word of many meanings, depending largely on context; economists cannot agree on concepts, nor can accountants, and it is clear that the word has a chameleon-like quality as well in American judicial decisions. Valuation in personal injury suits, for condemnation purposes, for insurance policy claims, for property tax purposes, for determining "solvency" for purposes of bankruptcy or fraudulenttransfer statutes, for estate and inheritance tax purposes, for realignment of investors' interests in corporate reorganizations, for interpreting private contracts, and so on indefinitely-valuation principles for all these different legal purposes involve different concepts of value. 5 One entire category of valuation principles is that made for the purpose of computing income. Here again the concept of valuation to be adopted will likely be subject to many variations dependent upon the purpose for which income is to be determined. For example, the measurement of taxes based on income or on "4excess profits," the redetermination of "fair profit" on certain government contracts, the determination of rates to be charged by public utilities, the apportioning of corporate distributions between life beneficiaries and remaindermen, the determination of the legality of securities as investments for institutional investors, the making of payments of interest on income bonds or rent under percentage lease contracts, the determination of income under profit-sharing plans, compliance with restrictions in indentures, charters, and other contracts-again, with an infinite variety-all illustrate how the purpose of the computation of income dictates the method of valuation to be followed.
It is significant that the concepts of "value" in virtually all the usages stated above other than the computation of income are aimed at an attempt to determine worth (e.g., of what is to be acquired or what was damaged or lost or taken) in some significant manner. It is becoming more and more widely understood, however, that accounting "valuations" that are made in accordance with "g.a.a.p." for the ",The question of asset valuation is equally at the core of an income or earned-surplus test as it is fundamental to a surplus or capital-impairment test. From the nature of double-entry bookkeeping, the accounting balance sheet and income statement arc so articulated that accounting principles followed in determining income have a direct effect on balance-sheet assets and liabilities (and therefore surplus), and, conversely, accounting principles followed in preparing the balance-sheet valuations for assets, reserves, and liabilities will be reflected in the income statement (or, to a limited degree, directly in surplus). See RoBERT H. MONTGOMERY, AtrDir 426 ( 7 th ed. 1949): "Whatever principles of valuation are applied to current assets, whatever policies are adopted in the capitalization and depreciation of plant, and whatever the methods of recognition of liabilities, all find their way to income or, to a limited degree, directly to surplus. Appreciation of this relationship has more and more led accountants to apply accounting principles so as to result in the fairest determination of income with only secondary consideration of the balance sheet result, and thus the position of relative importance may be reversed." Thus the real question in either case is not one of computation but of interpretation: what concept of valuation of assets is at the root of state corporation laws?
5 See JAMSa C. BoNsiucr, THE VALUATION OF PROPERTY (1937) .
purpose of determining "business income" are not aimed at determining "worth" in any significant sense.
S6 III ACCOUNTING VALUATION PRINCIPLES
In the first decades of this century, accounting concepts of income and the objectives of the dividend statutes appeared to be generally in accord with each other and with the view that a balance sheet was intended to show the worth-value of assets compared with liabilities and that all increase in such net worth was deemed "profits."" During the 1920s-a period of considerable price inflation, following a long period with no serious over-all deflation-revaluations of fixed assets became frequent, justified largely on the grounds (I) that under then current conditions balance-sheet assets stated at invested cost were so undervalued that they could no longer fairly present the company's financial position and (2) that new values were needed in order to provide a basis for computing depreciation expense and amortization necessary for competitive pricing decisions. 8 s The desire of the utility industry to recover replacement costs from rates charged to customers, the perhaps gratuitous interpretation of the sixteenth amendment as allowing all pre-1913 unrealized appreciation in value to escape taxation as pre-19I3 "income," and the economic "going-concern" theory that basic productive capacity must be maintained before any income could be shown all combined to allow current "worth" valuation of assets to be reflected in balance sheets for accounting purposes.
The great depression resulted in a violent reaction against admitting to the balance sheet any valuations in excess of historical cost. More and more the accounting notion of income came to insist that periodic income consists of excess of receipts earned or accrued over an allocable portion of costs spent or accrued, so that income has come to represent accrued receipts less allocable costs, rather than an increase in net worth. 9 The change in emphasis 4° and approach has resulted in a radical shift in the " The AICPA in 1938 adopted the view that "a fair determination of income for successive accounting periods is the most important single purpose of the general accounting reports of a corporation." STUDY GROUP ON BUSINaSS INCOME, CHANGING CONCEPTS OF BUSINESS INCOME 19 (1952).
Since GOO, "perhaps the most significant [accounting] change of all is the shift of emphasis from the balance sheet to the income account, and particularly to the income account as a guide to earning method of valuation of assets for balance-sheet purposes, so that book values no longer represent or have any necessary relationship to worth-values. An examination of several accounting principles or postulates 41 fundamental to the accounting concept of income will be helpful to the lawyer in assessing the relationship between accounting methods of valuation and legal notions of surplus or profits.
A. Assets as Unexpired Costs
Over the life of an enterprise, according to the accounting approach, the aggregate net income may well be the same as the economic notion of an increase in value of net assets; but the important-and difficult-function of accounting is to allocate net income in a useful manner to arbitrary short fiscal periods. In making such allocation, accounting theory states that current expensing of all current outlays-for example, for fixed assets such as land, plant, and equipment-would distort the periodic net income for the years in question by charging too much to the current year and not enough to future years. The same approach is made to inventories and supplies, costs of which are carried forward to be matched against the revenue of the year of sale rather than the year of purchase. The deciding factor is often whether an expenditure has expired in usefulness, necessarily often a question of judgment, which it would be impossible to apply to every single debit entry over a year's time for any sizable enterprise. Accounting conventions (arbitrary assumptions) fill the gap, aimed not at ascribing any worth-value of properties remaining on hand but at properly allocating costs and expenses (and resulting income) between current and future years. Thus, for example, a replacement of a tool expected to last several years may be capitalized, while a paint job expected to last for five years may be expensed as a repair item; and current labor expense going into the conversion of raw materials into work-in-process will be "capitalized" (carried forward as an asset) so as to be charged against the year of sale, while no capacity rather than as an indication of accretions to disposable income." GEORGE 0. MAY cit. supra note 7, at 61-62. It appears to a layman that the important thing is not whether, for example, the "cost basis" is a principle or practice or whether the stability of the dollar should or should not be called a "postulate" of accounting but rather to delineate the primary objective of accounting and the underlying concept of income that financial statements should seek to reflect. 8o 5 amount of objective evidence as to actual value of self-developed goodwill will validate the capitalization of expenses contributing thereto.
Expenditures, then, that according to accounting convention are deemed to contribute to the production of revenue in a future year or years-whether they were incurred for the purchase or processing of inventories held at the end of the year for future sale, or for the rendition of services over future years, or for the acquisition of fixed or intangible properties forming "enterprise service capacity" still available at the end of the year to produce future enterprise revenue-are capitalized and therefore deemed "assets" on the accounting balance sheet. Disregarding the idea of increase or decrease in realizable or other economic worth at a particular time, the accounting or "prorated-revenues-and-expenses" approach to valuation thus looks upon the statement of assets as essentially a statement of residuals or unexpired costs "representing a pool of waiting productive potential"--no more and no less than those prior outlays or expenses that were not previously charged against the revenues of prior periods and remain available to contribute in some measure to future productive or financial activities.
4
" Fixing the book value of corporate assets under this approach involves a process that cannot be construed even as a serious attempt to measure values in any economic or worth-value sense but is essentially a matter of carrying forward unexpired costs. This is one of the chief reasons why it is commonly recognized that modern principles of accounting for income result in a "distortion" of the balance sheet-i.e., a failure to approximate economic values.
B. The "Going-Concern" or Continuity Postulate
Accountancy argues that the assumption may logically be made that the enterprise may be expected to continue indefinitely in existence and that therefore random changes in market or replacement values of assets devoted to productive use are irrelevant in the computation of income. The postulate is basic to the notion described above of assets as unexpired costs, and implies a number of other arbitrary but far-reaching assumptions made in accounting that result in balance-sheet "values" differing from current fair market or realizable value 4 As examples, the following may be cited: (b) The going-concern postulate will frequently yield as an accounting "asset" an expenditure of prior years that may have little or no realization value. Thus, for example, an advertising or promotional outlay made in one year may result in no property right in a legal sense, but accounting convention holds it is improper to charge it off in the year of expenditure because it was made with the expectation of its being a nonrecurring item that will benefit operations for an indefinite term, or at least more than one year, in the future.
(c) In valuing work in process, the amount of labor and other production costs ("product costs") as well as allocable portions of maintenance and depreciation and other overhead factors ("period costs") are added to material costs in the expectation that the work in process will be finished and sold, although the immediate market value of work in process may be lower even than the market value of the materials before processing.
(d) The going-concern postulate allows a receivable to be entered as an asset and valued and recognized as income according to the size of the anticipated future cash receipts, not the present realizable (liquidation) value of the receivable in the market based on the period of expected delay in payment, and notwithstanding that there may be some legal aspect of the transaction that presently bars the right to sue and obtain immediate judgment.
(e) The assumption of continuity justifies carrying forward on the balance sheet such deferred assets as organization and promotional outlays, debt discount and expense, research and development costs, and other unexpired costs that may have little or no exchange value but which the proper matching of revenues and costs requires to be carried forward to be charged against future revenues.
(f) On the assumption that the enterprise will endure longer than any separate assets that are included in accounting for it, the going-concern concept requires an arbitrary assumption of the using-up of the services supplied by these assets rather than their sale in the market place or their replacement. Therefore random changes in market or replacement values of depreciable assets are ignored, and depreciation is justified essentially as a systematic amortization or distribution of cost over expected life, rather than as a decline in observable, realizable replacement or other use-value. Depreciation in accounting is thus to be sharply distinguished from the sense of "fall in value" in which the word may be employed in common usage." "It is a process of allocation, not of valuation," 45 a "periodic amortization of a prior investment made to indicate the gradual conversion of that prior investment into periodic revenue charges." 4 6
" "The word depredation is an outstanding example of a term used in accounting in specialized senses. The sense in which accountants use this term differs not only from its colloquial sense but also from the sense in which it is used in engineering; and it is far removed from the root-meaning (diminution in price or value) of the word itself." TERMINOLOrY BULL. No. x, at 20.
"Id. at 25.
,6 Lla-rLroN & ZsasaEr-NutN, op. cit. supra note ii, at 159.
ACCOUNTING PIMNCIPLS IN CoRpoTInoN LAW

C. The Realization Postulate
The insistence upon the cost principle and the refusal to recognize as income increases in values until realized by sale or use stem largely from the realization postulate, one of the fundamental accounting conventions. The requirement of realization, perhaps originally stemming from nineteenth century economic thought, 47 became dominant again after the period of the i92os with the decline among accounting authorities of the "increase-in-net-worth" concept of income. The result is that ordinarily no new values in addition to cost (or original fair value) can be introduced, prior to realization, into the balance sheet; the book value of an asset is thus clearly seen as being merely that portion of original exchange value not previously charged to revenues--"a by-product of the realization rule, as applied to the determination of profit, and not of an independent determination of the asset itself. 48 We have seen that in accounting, depreciation is a process of allocation of cost of fixed assets, not of valuation. Likewise, all increase in value of fixed assets, whether arising from market fluctuations, shortages, changes in surroundings, or otherwise, is said to have nothing to do with allocation of cost and is therefore irrelevant to computation of accounting profit unless realized by sale or conversion. The accountant's regular charge to each year's profit-and-loss account of a constant or other systematic proportion of original cost, regardless of possible current worth-value equal to or in excess of cost, will result in a balance-sheet pseudo-valuation consisting simply of unamortized cost and bearing only a fortuitous relationship, if any, to worth-value. While accountants assert that write-downs below depreciated cost may and perhaps should be made where there is a decline in value due to a permanent fall in income-producing capacity, American accounting has not in the last three decades countenanced the recording of appreciation in fixed assets on the books 4 Inventory valuation principles also demonstrate a refusal to anticipate values created prior to realization. While accounting recognizes that profit is attributable to the over-all process of production and not just to the moment of sale or delivery, its principles dictate that ordinarily profit is recognized and enters the accounts only at the moment of sale.5 0 The basic accounting principle appears to be that 
(194S).
" In a much-quoted passage, George 0. May explained the attribution of income to the moment of sale 8o8 LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS where goods are held for sale in the ordinary course, so that an actual future exchange value, unknown at present, will ultimately be recorded to measure income, it is usually wrong to attempt to anticipate the ultimate sales price by taking up any revenue (whether "production" gain or "holding" gain) from increased value (other than cost) prior to sale. Accounting not only fails to recognize "holding" income in the year in which such gain occurs, but has been vigorously criticized for its failure even in the year of realization to distinguish at all between holding gain and profit from production or use. 51 The attempt through LIFO inventory valuation to charge current inventory costs to current periods would seem to result in indefinite deferral of holding gain while resulting balance-sheet values become further and further removed from current worth-values.
D. The Monetary Postulate
The monetary postulate, one of the longest established but today one of the most controversial of all accounting conventions, states that fluctuations in value of the monetary unit, the accounting unit of measurement, may properly be ignored. " The result is that the money gain resulting from holding assets in a period of inflation (loss in the value of money) is not segregated or reported at all in the period prior to realization but is then reported as operating income. The result occurs not only as a purely conventional treatment, "justified only by its demonstrated practical utility," and pointed out how in some instances the convention lacks validity. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 30-31 (1943 INCOME 9-12 (i96i). Sprouse and Moonitz propose to distinguish among three types of incomethe amount attributable to price-level changes, holding profit, and operating profit-and conclude that "any realization rule that is rigorously applied involves the risk of reporting the wrong amount of profit in the wrong period as specific prices change, and of reporting capital restatements as profit or loss when the general price-level changes." RESEARcH STUDY No. 3, at 17. The authors would show changes in the value of both fixed assets and inventories (in excess of general changes in the price level) in income for the year, but reported separately from profit arising from normal operations. See id., ch. 2. The APB, however, felt that the Study contained "inferences and recommendations in part of a speculative and tentative nature" and that the recommendations "are too radically different from present generally accepted accounting principles for acceptance at this time."
News Report, J. with respect to inventory held through a period of rising prices but also indirectly with respect to fixed assets as exhaustion charges continue to be based on historic costs, so that in both respects money gain arising from devaluation of the dollar is reported as operating profit: on inventory, in the period of sale, and on fixed assets, throughout their life, in the amount by which book depreciation is less than economic exhaustion.
The "money illusion" has been probably the most troublesome problem to confront accountants in recent years, and the criticism of the failure of accounting principles to recognize it has been extensive. 3 In a period of high replacement costs, it is easy to confuse attempts to adjust financial statements for price-level changes with a system of accounting that would strive to reflect the economic concept of income through exhaustion charges based on replacement cost and inventory costing on a NIFO (next-in-first-out) basis. It seems clear that mere adjustment for changes in the value of money is completely in accord with both the cost principle and the realization postulate, in that "cost" and related exhaustion charges would simply be reported in terms of current dollar values rather than historic money costs of varying dollar values taken at different times.
5
A number of devices have been approved in attempting to make the income statement more meaningful in this inflationary period, such as LIFO inventory pricing, accelerated depreciation, and the like. All, however, have to date been within the framework of the historic cost and realization principles. It will be seen that efforts to increase asset-expiration charges in current periods, coupled with a dogmatic refusal to depart from the historic cost basis, result inevitably in lowering 1 E.g., ROBRT H. MONTGOMERY, AUDITING at iv (7th ed. 1949) ("One of the basic assumptions of accounting is the stability of the dollar. It just isn't so!"); PATON & PATON, op. cit. supra note 24, at 527 ("An acceptance of the assumption that the monetary unit is stable . . . under present conditions amounts to sticking one's head in the sand"); HENRY V. SWEENEY, STABILIZED ACCOUNTING at xi (1936) ("The truthfulness of accounting depends largely upon the truthfulness of the dollar-and the dollar is a liar!"). See also STOREY, op. cit. supra note 7, at 6. The APB has resolved that "the assumption in accounting that fluctuations in the value of the dollar may be ignored is unrealistic" (quoted in RESEARCH STUDy No. 7, at 367), and its implied recognition of the necessity for price-level adjustments has been called "the greatest forward step ever taken in accounting." RESEARCH STUDY No.
3, at 74 (comments of Paul Grady). STAFF OF ACCOUNTING RESEARCH Div., AICPA, REPORTING THE FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF PRIcE-LEvEL CHANGES (Accounting Research Study No. 6, 1963) , concluded that the effects of price-level changes should be disclosed as a supplement to the conventional statements (id. at xi), but the prohibition against price-level adjustments in the statements themselves, originally established in 1947 (see RESEARCH BULL. No. 43, ch. 9 A), was recently reaffirmed in APB, STATUS Op ACCOUN-ING REsEARCH BULLETINS (Opinion No. 6, 1965) . The SEC has adamantly maintained the same position. See RAPPAPORT, op. cit. supra note 4, at 3.13-.16. The Study Group on Business Income concluded as follows in its chapter on legal considerations: "[I~t may be well to bear in mind that, if and when the question is ever presented to the courts, they may, with the benefit of hindsight, particularly if the purchasing power of the dollar continues to decline, inquire whether accountants were justified in clinging to accounting conventions adopted in the past during periods of relative price 
E. The Accounting Concept of Income: Accountability for Original Values
The historic cost principle, as previously indicated, is one of the most widely accepted of accounting principles, yet is frequently misinterpreted and actually seems to be a misnomer for the principle it represents. 5 Actually, accounting theory maintains that original costs (or values) are not always and without exception to be adhered to, but that new values may properly be entered when historic costs "are no longer significant measurements of the accountability of the corporation for those assets." 6 In practice, however, historical acquisition costs remain the only valuation basis used. It would, of course, be possible for exhaustion charges always to be based on current values without doing violence to the realization postulate prohibiting the recognition of increases in value for income purposes. The real question is whether the ultimate objective in the determination of reported income is to be primarily one of maintenance of economic capital-testing the income-producing ability of management by charging it with full provision for the fair value of the amount of consumption of its income-producing tools-or one of stewardship-testing the achievement of management in terms of accomplishment with what was historically entrusted to it. Economic theory would urge that basic enterprise productive capacity be maintained before any net receipts or increase in values could be deemed to constitute income, with the result that exhaustion charges would equal the current value of the actual physical loss occasioned by wear, tear, obsolescence, and so forth, which would have to be made good before there could be any net income. There has " The principle, more accurately stated, is that original value is the basis of accountability to the enterprise; cost is merely the best evidence of such value in the great majority of instances. " See authorities cited in notes 49 and 53 supra. Grady states that fixed assets should be carried at "cost of acquisition or construction in the historical accounts, unless such cost is no longer meaningful," but the only example he gives is a write-down, not a write-up. RESEARCH STUnD No. 7, at 252-53. AAA, op. cit. supra note 42, at 6, takes the position that "ideally" the objectives of accounting for inventories should be to "report in current terms" the cost of products and services transferred to customers and also to "report in current terms" the costs present in inventories at the end of the period (as well as to identify the gains or losses resulting from price changes). But the ideal is quickly lost sight of, since the "aim of all measurement of assets is to state the amount of available service potential in the most objective and realistic terms" (id. at 5), and the "concept of realization provides general standards for the recognition of asset increases." Id. at 4. been in the official pronouncements of the SEC and the professional accounting associations an astonishing lack of agreement on or even discussion of the nature of income to serve as a guide in the choice of accounting practices or principles; 58 but the entire preceding discussion of the development of accounting principles as they exist today indicates that accountancy has in practice chosen the stewardship approach of accountability for historic costs; in other words, the fundamental principle involved is that income is properly conceived of as a matter of accountability for money values of assets originally entrusted to management or committed to the enterprise.
9
Accountancy justifies its approach by arguing that it is primarily concerned with historical description 6 ' and that accounting is not a process of constant revaluation but a matter of taking original values and deciding what subsequent historic events will be recognized for accounting purposes. In accountancy the events to be reported-the raw materials of accounting-consist essentially of exchange transactions. 6 ' Substantially all charges (both expenses and assets) are therefore to be " George 0. May stated in 1943 that "the present ferment in accounting thought is very largely due to conflicting objectives of those who would continue to regard financial statements as reports of progress or of stewardship, and those who would treat them as being in the nature of propectuses." FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 21 (943).
There is, however, very little discussion of the philosophy of accounting in these terms. Paul Grady, former Director of Accounting Research of the AICPA, recognized that "the identification and description of generally accepted accounting principles necessarily embraces more than the professional work of certified public accountants and must reach back to the primary steps by which management meets its accountabilities to investors and others having legitimate interests in the business enterprise." Grady, The Quest for Accounting Principles, J. Accountancy May, 1962, p. 45, at 46. Leonard Spacek's view is that "one basic accounting postulate underlying accounting principles may be stated as that of fairness-fairness to all segments of the business community (management, labor, stockholders, creditors, customers and the public), determined and measured in the light of the economic and political environment and the modes of thought and customs of all segments-to the end that the accounting principles based upon this postulate shall produce financial accounting for the lawfully established economic rights and interests that is fair to all segments." RESEARCH STUDY No. I, at 57 (comments of Leonard Spacek). Grady's position was criticized as "essentially a defense of the status quo" ( " Spacek, for example, criticizes currently accepted principles of accounting for goodwill as implying that the income statement is "a statement of venture results," while he urges that the profession look to the income statement "to show us the results of operations of a company's producing assets." Spacek,
The Treatment of Goodwill in the Corporate Balance Sheet, J. Accountancy, Feb. 1964, p. 35, at 39. The difference in approach is exemplified by Blough's assertion that the accounting concept of depreciation has nothing to do with financing the replacement of assets or maintaining the productive capacity of plant and equipment (J. Accountancy, July 1958, pp. 78-79), while Spacek argues that there can be no income until original capital has been returned in terms of today's purchasing power. Spacek, "The essential meaning of realization is that a change in an asset or liability has become sufficiently definite and objective to warrant recognition in the accounts. This recognition may rest on an based on actual past transactions, while all credits to profit and loss are to await realization and be based on a consummated sale following delivery or performance of service.
The surprising thing is that the stewardship approach to the determination of income is recognized to be better suited to reflect profitability for an original owner than for a recent investor, and to be comparatively inapt as a means of projecting future profits (and therefore present value) ;02 yet the prime objective of public accounting today is to serve the recent investor and the potential investor in the large publicly held companies having listed or widely traded securities and in the company making a public offering of its securities. There has, nevertheless, been dissatisfaction within accounting circles with the limitations of the stewardship concept, resulting in increasing attempts to recognize current values in recording revenues and to charge current receipts with costs adjusted for changes in the price level or else with the best possible approximation of current values;3 but so long as total charges are limited to aggregate historic cost totals, it is obvious that the more costs that are charged off currently to income, the fewer are the costs that remain to be carried forward as assets to be charged against income of future years. As yet nothing official has developed within the accounting profession that would allow the balance sheet (or bases for exhaustion charges) more closely to approximate price-level-adjusted cost or replacement cost.
F. In Summary
Fundamental and generally accepted accounting conventions or principles demand that asset valuation on a balance sheet be not an attempt to state a current worth-value but rather be essentially a matter of carrying forward a residue figure consisting of unexpired historic costs. It has been shown that this "useful cost" figure may be higher than actual current exchange or forced-sale value in some instances, such as work in process and deferred charges; will in an inflationary period usually be lower than current exchange value, as in the case of inventories carried on a LIFO basis or fixed assets that have appreciated in value or that have been depreciated on an accelerated basis; and will in most events be based upon original value (usually historic cost) without regard to decline in value of money exchange transaction between independent parties, or on established trade practices, or on the terms of a contract performance of which is considered to be virtually certain "Typically, the initial appearance of an asset within an entity is the result of an exchange transaction .... " See, e.g., GEORGE 0. MAY, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 19 (1943) : "No one has a right to interpret a report of stewardship as though it were an invitation to invest." "The much-criticized RasEA.scx STuDy No. 3, for example, states that "accounting data are based on prices generated by past, present, or future exchanges which have actually taken place or are expected to" [id. at 6 (emphasis added)], and concludes that "current market price is . . . superior to past market price (acquisition cost) as a measure of the 'forgoing' or 'sacrifice' involved in the use or other disposition of the asset." Id. at 27. due to an increase in the price level. To state that accounting values are not economic values is simply to recognize that "one of the limitations affecting accounting is that it cannot simultaneously serve as a technology of cost and of valuation," and thus a balance sheet that in an accountant's opinion "fairly presents the financial position" of the corporation clearly does not, and indeed is not intended to, reflect the worthvalue of the assets. 64 Of course, to state that accounting principles of valuation result in balance-sheet "values" that may have little or no relation to economic valuation is not necessarily to criticize the accounting valuation process; but it is necessary for the lawyer to understand accounting principles of valuation in order to attempt to determine the extent to which the law of dividends and financial accounting will look to and be governed by accounting principles of valuation of assets. To what extent, then, will the law look to accounting principles in valuing assets for the purpose of computing such items as surplus, depreciation, and earnings?
IV CORPORATION LAW VALUATION PRINCIPLES
Historically, it is said, the courts have adopted and followed accounting principles in the valuation of assets for dividend purposes. 5 Whether the one adopted and followed the other or the two just happened to coincide, it does appear that until three or four decades ago accounting and legal concepts of income and dividend regulation were generally in accord with the increase-in-net-worth concept of income. 6 6 In view of the fundamental shift of accounting emphasis in recent years from the balance sheet to the income statement and the accompanying radical changes in principles of accounting for assets, the question may be restated as follows: to what extent will corporation laws, historically oriented in a "worth" concept of valuation, look to and follow accounting principles that are income-oriented and do not purport to render book valuations of any significance in a "worth" context?
At first glance, it might appear doubtful whether the law has changed its approach so as to keep pace with accounting developments. There is nothing explicit in the Model Business Corporation Act or any recent legislation to indicate that the law consciously intended to make the radical change from the historic legal concept of income as increase in balance-sheet surplus of worth-value to the modern accounting concept of income as an excess of realized money receipts over expired historic money costs.
The pattern of both old and recent corporation law statutes has been not to attempt to prescribe a theory of value or a detailed method of initially valuing acquired assets on the acquiring corporation's books. The Model Business Corporation Act is representative. 6 I It says nothing concerning carrying values for assets acquired for a consideration other than stock. It provides that shares are to be issued for a "consideration expressed in dollars" (section 17) without attempting to prescribe the principle of valuation. Section i8 deals with what constitutes proper consideration but not with how it is to be valued, and then provides that, in the absence of fraud, the judgment of the board of directors or the shareholders "as to the value of the consideration received" shall be conclusive. Again the statute does not specifically prescribe the concept of valuation intended. In the determination of the amount of stated capital and surplus arising upon the issue of shares, section 19 speaks only in terms of the "consideration received." Surplus is defined in section 2 to mean "the excess of the net assets of a corporation over its stated capital," while net assets is defined to mean "the amount by which total assets" exceed total debts.
Here it is important to remember the distinction above alluded to among three different purposes the law has for valuing acquired assets and, consequently, among three possibly varying approaches to the problem of valuing the same assets:
First, the law prescribes that the value of assets acquired for stock must be determined in order to decide such matters as whether the stock is validly issued, fully paid, and nonassessable and whether previously existing shareholders of the issuing corporation have any complaint as to an inadequate value of assets received for securities given in exchange.
Second, the value of assets to be entered on the books (whether acquired for stock or some other consideration) must be fixed in order to compute the amount of surplus or excess of net assets over capital of the issuing corporation under the applicable statutes relating to dividends and distributions. Third, the assets must be entered at some dollar figure on a corporation's books in order to determine future exhaustion charges-for example, (i) the base upon which depreciation of fixed assets or amortization of intangibles will in the future be taken and (2) the "cost" of inventories that will be utilized in the cost-of-goods-sold formula. Such valuation determines the expected quantum of assets that will be "generated" or returned to the enterprise and that may not be paid out as dividends but will be returned tax-free from future revenues, and likewise determines in large part the amount of the expenses and deductions charged to revenue before computing the net income of the company.
Whether the valuation of assets for these three different purposes must be identical is a difficult question that is seldom discussed. It should be recognized that the first two valuation requirements are aimed at purely legal questions-watered stock, fairness of issue price vis-a-vis existing shareholders, and surplus available for distribution-while the third is formulated essentially in accounting terms relating to the computation of income.
The import of such provisions as section i8 of the Model Act may throw some doubt upon the possibility of initially valuing assets for any of the three purposes at other than fair value to the corporation. That section is aimed principally at watered stock and the question of whether shares are fully paid and nonassessable; the objectives of the law seem dearly to require that the concept of worth-value be utilized for this purpose. However, since the conclusiveness of the valuation by the shareholders or directors under section i8 may be only for the purpose of fixing the extent of the outstanding obligation of the shareholders with respect thereto, this section may not necessarily mean that in fixing stated capital and computing surplus and future exhaustion charges, the book value of corporate assets must be the same worth-value so ascertained.
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There does seem to be a direct and close relationship between valuation for stockassessability purposes and valuation for dividend purposes under an impairment-ofCf. Gibson, supra note 30, at 487: "But how do net assets exceed stated capital? In length, breadth, or thickness? None of these standards would satisfy the creditor, who is the person primarily to be protected, or even the stockholder, who is the person secondarily to be piotected. Value is obviously the governing standard, though the Act refrains with studied care from any reference to that standard except in saying that a director shall not be personally liable for dividend distributions if believing in good faith that the assets have a 'value' at least equal to the amount stated on the books. But one reference is enough. Value of fixed assets is thus the eventual and governing test of surplus and hence of permissible dividends under the Model Act." But cf. id. at 488-90; Garrett, supra note 27, at 243 (footnote omitted): "Obviously, total assets are related to value; but in as much as directors are entitled under the Model Act to rely in good faith on book values, there was no need to specify how the assets were to be valued." capital test:
9 it is logical that if shares are fully paid and nonassessable under section i8, then net assets on the books should at least equal stated capital, and the next dollar earned should yield surplus (net assets in excess of capital) available for dividend purposes. If shares were issued at a discount, then the deficit surplus (which the law would require to be made up out of earnings before a positive earned surplus could arise) should logically be the same dollar amount as the discount based upon fair value. Furthermore, in order for the shares not to become "watered" over the course of time by inadequate depreciation and amortization charges, it would seem that such charges should be based upon no less than the same values that determined the prior question of assessability and initially watered stock. To the extent that other classes of shareholders and security holders have a right to insist upon the receipt of a certain amount of consideration (fairly valued) upon the issue of stock, they may have an equal right to demand that exhaustion charges used in the determination of future income be sufficient to maintain the cushion represented as originally obtained. 70 The 1962 amendment of section x9 of the Model Act, which was intended explicitly to authorize pooling-of-interests accounting, 7 is an instance, however, where the statute specfically contemplates that assets will be put on the books at values other than the worth-values required to be fixed under section x8. In a pooling of interests, prior book values are carried forward onto the books of the acquiring corporation; 72 such prior book values ordinarily have no conceivable relationship to fair value, cost, or any other currently meaningful figure, and in most instances today are far below the current worth-values that must be found in order to justify the issuance of the stock vis-a-vis the existing shareholder. May pooling-of-interests accounting be followed under applicable law where the par value of stock so issued is higher than such book values ?
7
If so, then worth-values (higher than book " It should be noted that there is no such logical relationship where the dividend test is simply "net profits" or the equivalent, involving no comparison of assets with capital: assets may be taken at worth-value to determine whether stock is fully paid, but could be carried on the basis of some other value if income is more fairly reflected thereby. In this connection, see the discussion below of accounting for assets in a pooling of interests.°C f. DEAN, op. cit. supra note 13, at 56; GEORGE 0. MAY, FINANCIAL AccouNrNo XoX (1943 In other instances of ordinary purchases of assets, it is not clear whether the law always requires valuation at cost, or just allows cost as the best evidence of the initial "value" that is used to determine liability of shareholders. In the case of an admitted bargain purchase, for example, are the assets acquired to be entered at cost or at real worth? To what extent will the law insist upon setting up capital contributions at objective fair value, rather than some lower value preferred by management with lower exhaustion charges? In the case of corporations in the regulated industries, do the applicable corporation laws allow the assets to be entered at cost to some predecessor corporation rather than cost to the corporation in question? Where a going concern is acquired (say for cash) and the purchase price is in excess of the fair value of the acquired assets, thus giving rise to goodwill, would there be any legal objection to initially entering the acquired assets at their fair value with an immediate write-off of goodwill to pre-existing surplus ?75 the issued stock has an assets preference, would the spread between such assets preference and aggregate net book value of acquired assets result in a restriction upon surplus available for dividends? See Hackney, supra note 71, at 33 n.59.
" Since none of the statutes specifically deal with asset valuation in a pooling, the authorization to carry forward asset values is only impliedly sanctioned from the express provision authorizing the carry-forward of earned surplus. There is some question, in fact, whether the Model Act amendment even accomplishes its intended purpose. Section 19 contains the usual provision that consideration in excess of stated capital shall constitute capital surplus; the pooling amendment, in referring to "any amount that would otherwise constitute capital surplus under the foregoing provisions" (emphasis added), seems to proceed on the assumption that the dollar amount of the credit to surplus will be identical for either a purchase or a pooling, the only question being which surplus is to be credited. If, as stated by one of the draftsmen of the Model Act, the fair value of assets is the "eventual and governing test" of surplus and dividends under the Model Act (Gibson, supra note 30, at 487), how can prior book values be carried forward at all? The earlier Pennsylvania amendment, adding Traditional principles of law, in requiring that assets purchased be entered initially on the books at their fair value, and the recent amendments and enactments attempting to accommodate the law to pooling-of-interests accounting, are in accord with "g.a.a.p." as to the valuation of assets. The law likewise appears to be in accord with such principles when it comes to valuing inventories that have appreciated in value because of unrealized appreciation or because of changes in the price level: the law, just as rigorously as accounting principles, has asserted the requirement of realization before recognition in the computation of income" Similarly, it would appear that the law is in accord with "g.a.a.p." when it requires depreciation to be taken 7 " and when it follows "g.a.a.p." of inventory valuation, particularly the requirement that inventories be written down to current values. 1 8 Do these areas of accord between specific legal requirements and "g.a.a.p." mean that the law will follow all other accounting principles of valuation? Depreciation, for example, has been shown above to be in accounting a process of cost allocation, not valuation. But suppose an old building the cost of which has been completely depreciated on a company's books has continuing economic usefulness because of changed circumstances: is it to be valued at zero for dividend purposes? Or suppose a building has physically depreciated to half its original condition and one-half its cost has been depreciated to date but that changed neighborhood conditions-or a changed price level-give it a market or rental value equal in dollars to its original cost: what value is to be used for dividend purposes? Deferred charges were shown above to be properly carried forward as assets, in the discussion of the goingconcern postulate; but will the law allow without question the existence of un amortized debt discount and expense to be included in ascertaining the existence of "surplus profits" for dividends? May work in process be valued in excess of immediately realizable market value in accordance with accounting principles? Is it legally proper to enter and value a receivable at the amount of the anticipated future cash receipts when the present realizable value of such receivable may be lower because of expected delay in payment and there may be some legal aspect of the transaction that presently bars the right to sue and obtain immediate judgment?
Will the law in a period of rapidly rising prices accept as sufficient exhaustion charges based on historical cost? Or might a court hold that recovery and maintenance of economic capital are necessary before income may be reported and distributed to shareholders? A famous New York case has held that under a statute prohibiting any distribution by a corporation "unless the value of its assets remaining after the payment" thereof shall be equal to its liabilities including capital, assets may be computed upon the basis of present values. 9 Under a statute or common law restriction speaking solely in terms of surplus, net assets in excess of capital, net profits, earned surplus, or surplus profits, or some such term, may unrealized appreciation be taken into account? Would it make any difference whether the unrealized appreciation were of inventories held for sale, or of supplies held for consumption, or of fixed assets held for productive use, or of investments of surplus funds, or of selfdeveloped goodwill?
It is commonly stated that an increase in asset values must be "realized" before it can be utilized in the computation of funds available for dividends, at least under statutory tests phrased in terms of profits or impairment of capital." On the other hand, many dicta and a few holdings indicate that whenever "value" is a factor to be considered in application of the legal test, some form of current worth-value is acceptable."' It is believed that the difficulties to a court of law in abandoning the accounting approach to asset valuation are enormous and little recognized. It will be seen, for example, that it is not simply a question of taking the accountants' balance sheet and adding unrealized appreciation; as has been amply illustrated above, virtually all accounting valuation principles lead to book values having no certain or rational relationship to current worth-values, and some accounting "assets" might not be deemed an asset at all under a legal rule based upon realizable values. Any dividend or other legal rule of valuation that purports to be based on current worth-values must today recognize that no concept of valuation is so far removed from the objective sought as the concept found in "g.a.a.p." and that therefore virtually every single book entry going to make up the entire balance sheet would be subject to challenge and adjustment. The accounting balance sheet hardly seems even a likely place to start the process of worth-valuation.
values have to future depreciation charges, cost-of-goods-sold, and other income determination factors? Might the over-all valuation method be used to determine surplus available for dividends while the piecemeal valuation method might be used for exhaustion charges? Would dividends then no longer be a function of income? Or would income simply be the annual difference between aggregate net asset values?" (ii) What statements would be given to shareholders? Would a third set of books have to be kept (in addition to federal income tax returns and the audited financial statements)? (iii) How often would the revaluation have to be made? Every few years? Every year? Every dividend declaration date?
The subjective nature of revaluation-as attested by the range of experts' testimony as to estimated market values or appraised values possible-is widely asserted s5 The expense and difficulty involved for every corporation, of whatever size, constantly to revalue its assets argues against such a legal approach. The availability of funds for dividends under any such legal rule would no longer be a legal question capable of answer by the corporation's attorney, but simply a matter of business judgment or for determination by a valuation expert. An increasing number of states have provisions similar to section 43 of the Model Act, authorizing reliance by the board of directors upon financial statements certified by the corporation's officers or independent public accountants. Such statutes argue strongly that valuation in accordance with modern "g.a.a.p." was intended. Persuasive also is the absence in the statutes of any guidance as to how the questions as to valuation raised above are to be answered; the myriad latent problems involved in abandoning accounting principles of valuation make it likely that courts would feel it necessary to defer to accounting principles. Especially is this true under the increasingly common "earned surplus" statutes recently enacted; it seems implicit in the term "earned surplus" that accumulated earnings (rather than surplus of worth-values) are intended to be the fundamental basis for dividends. 8 6 It is, therefore, difficult to dispute the argument that accounting principles of asset valuation-having as their objective the correct computation of income--come closest to yielding that legal "earned surplus" or "surplus (other than capital surplus)" that is the basic source for dividends under most statutes. It is not surprising to conclude that accounting principles can govern the legal issues of funds available for dividends, purchase of treasury stock, and other questions, except for the limited areas where there is a specific statute or other governing If the above conclusion is accepted, it means that today principles of valuation for state corporation law purposes, fundamentally based upon cost (or useful cost), are to be interpreted as aimed not at fixing anything resembling actual present worth but rather at setting up the flow of cost factors so as most accurately to reflect current income in accordance with generally accepted principles of accounting. This conclusion is most obviously true under statutory dividend rules laid down in terms of profits or net income; but in addition it also means that a statutory balance-sheetsurplus test that may appear to be based upon fair net worth of assets has instead, through the principles of valuation followed, been turned into a retained-earnings test based essentially upon accumulated income as computed in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
If the conclusion is sound, it also suggests that lawyers must be diligent to examine, analyze, publicly criticize, and otherwise contribute to the formulation of accounting principlesY°a s the permissible area of conduct allowed by the "business judgment" rule in reviewing and assessing management conduct: a court will not substitute its own decision for that of management so long as reasonable diligence and care have been exercised.
" Professor Herwitz's comment on RESEA^CH BULL. No. 45, pertaining to accounting for long-term construction contracts, supra note 50, and Homer Kripke's article on goodwill, supra note 75, are outstanding exceptions to the paucity of legal comments aimed at contributing to the development of accounting principles. The opportunity in the past for direct participation by lawyers in the process of developing accounting principles has not been substantial. Indeed, the promulgation of 51 Research Bulletins and 4 Terminology Bulletins by the Committee on Accounting Procedure (some 2o members) and Committee on Terminology (3 members) of the AICPA seems to indicate that relatively few accountants had any substantial voice therein. Of interest, by comparison, is the practice of the American Law Institute in submitting drafts of its Restatements and other projects to its entire membership for approval or rejection on a line-by-line basis. The presence of lawyers on the project advisory committees appointed to serve as advisors and consultants to each of the AICPA's Accounting Research Studies is noted with approval. The AICPA has stated it plans to have greater participation by individuals and groups both within and without the public accounting profession. Editorial, J. Accountancy, Dec. 1958, P. 27, at 28. Still needed is increased recognition by lawyers generally of their obligation "to become acquainted with the lore and literature of their accounting brethren." Herwitz, supra note 5o, at 449.
